
SYMPOSIA



"CONNECTING WORLDS, CONNECTING SYSTEMS:
A GLOBAL DISCUSSION FOR FUTURE SCHOOLING"

1. What do we know from the data about
what’s happening to the young people
in our Swedish schools? Susanne Sahlin,
Mid Sweden University, Sundsvall,
(Sweden) 
2. Are we preparing teachers and school
leaders for the challenges facing schools in
Chile today? Carmen Montecinos, Centro
de Liderazgo para la Mejora Escolar,
Pontificia Universidad Católica de
Valparaíso (Chile)
3. What needs to change for schools to
become places of belonging? Kelly-
AnnAllen, Senior Lecturer Educational
Psychology and Inclusive Education,
Faculty of Education, Monash University
(Australia)
4. What leadership approaches can
contribute to making a positive difference
in Chilean schools? Daniela Figueroa
Moya PhD(c), UCL Institute of Education,
Researcher of Líderes Educativos, at the
Advance Research Center for Education,
University of Chile. (Chile)
5. Inclusive education in Ethiopia: what's
happening today and what needs to
change? Yadesa Asfaw, Education
specialist, USAID Ethiopia.
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What does a curriculum 
for the 21st century 

look like?

What needs to change for
schools to become places of

belonging and agency?
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At ICSEI 2020 the 3P Network
organized two linked symposia.

During the first part of each
symposium a number of
presentations were made in order
to provide indications and stimuli
for the subsequent discussion:

1. What kind of world are we
preparing our young people for?
Anton Florek, Strategic Adviser,
The Staff College. UK
2. Towards a values-based
curriculum for global citizenship
Abdellah Yousfi - President
Moroccan Association of Teachers
of English 
3. Education Tranformation in the
Digital Era. Samir Benmakhlouf -
Founder, London Academy,
Casablanca (Morocco)
4. How can we connect schooling to
communities in meaningful ways?
Boudewijn Van Velzen - President,
EduXprss Cooperative
(Netherlands)



In the second symposium we created 4 discussion groups which
considered some guiding questions. The participants were an
international group of scholars and professionals together with young
Moroccan students and citizens. 
These are the results that emerged. The content of flip charts from four
work groups has been reorganized in order to bring similar content close
together. The changes were minimal, the main intervention consisted in
finding titles and grouping the statements on the same topics.

Question 1 - What do we know from our own countries and contexts
about the degree to which schools are places of belonging?

·       In China, Morocco, U.S. and elsewhere schools are not always                      
        places to belong
·       There is a strong hierarchy
·       And a low student agency 
·       New strategies are needed 
·       There is low connection with teachers 
·       Change needs to start with the students
Teachers
·       Pupils' sense of belonging is affected by whether their teachers 
        see them as a “person” and not just a student doing exams.
·       Care does not always go both ways (Teacher <-> student)
·       Not all teachers know how to create a sense of belonging
·       Teachers need to feel a sense of belonging before they can foster 
        places of belonging
School culture
·       The culture across different schools is different
·       Where it works well students feel like school is a second home
·       In Morocco, especially in public school students feel like a 
        "vessel" of knowledge rather than an individual
·       The classroom is not an empty room
·       There need to be different zones/spaces of belonging within a 
        school
School system
·       A focus on exams and standards does not help pupils to feel 
        happy and included 
·       There needs to be a system or framework for belonging across 
        the school/country
·       Leadership needs to champion the agenda



A message to teachers from students:

·      listen to me
·      give me time to know you
·      become like a parent and a friend
·      be available to help
·      I want to feel safe and secure
·      students want to be trusted, known, cared for
       so they will love their teachers life long
·      together we can create perfection
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Question 2 - What matters? What have we learnt from our work about
the approaches which can make a difference?  

teachers

relationship

curriculum

• freedom to choose what to learn and do
• focus on students needs, interests and talents and
  emotions
• we are not robots
• dreams not just achieving grades
• listening to the students; student voice

• integrating arts, drama, other languages in the
curriculum - these subjects bring happiness,
wellbeing and socio emotional learning
• learning life skills - how to think creatively - how to
learn
• hands on activities (for soft skills development) and 
  experimentation
• creativity – not just exams
• achieve training to become future leaders 
• diverse active learning strategies (fun)
• field trips and community service

• student to student - student to teacher - teacher to
  teacher - teacher to Ministry
• friendly, kind, trust, mutual respect
• working in groups
• collaboration 
• insights into who teachers are and who students are

• teacher training to enhance technical skills and 
  emphaty
• change how society views the teaching profession

• equipment, facilities, resources
• resources for science
• providing support service
• need for library and cafeteria
• spaces, chances and opportunities for students’
voices



Question 3 - What needs to change for schools to become places of
belonging?

·      we need change at system level, this is not the fault of individual    
       teachers
·      change the way we learn
·      we need to learn what we love
·      learn the secrets of life not just about school now
·      more subjects based on passions: music, psychology, how to be a     
       citizen in society
·      reframe subjects to understand the meaning and the purpose of 
       what is learnt
·      help be successful with life, learning is beyond school (school can
       be a reason for depression)
 
·      relationship between students and teachers must be stronger - 
       improve relationship skills
·      activities which focus on building relationships with peers and 
       teachers
·      differentiated/nuanced sense of belonging (e.g. primary/secondary 
       phases, social learning spaces, at different developmental stages)
 
·      we need to value our teachers and the profession 
·      enhancing teacher collaboration and sharing learning and successful 
       examples of practice
·      initial and ongoing training in soft skills as well as instruction
·      we need psychologists in school (more investments and resources)



When I have a problem at school I go to the English teacher, she is the
best
She is like our mother
We don’t just study what is in the textbook with her, we learn in a
different way, we listen to music, we play games
The best teacher is not the one who doesn’t care, who just wants to take
the money at the end of the month, it’s the one I can trust
Is the one from whom I can take knowledge for the rest of my life
I need to understand myself, I need a teacher as a friend

How a good teacher should be:

Students’ quotes collected during the working groups

Learning is something that will help you in the future, it’s not your
personality
We need to discover ourselves, our passions, because we are too
stressed
I think we need to learn the secret of life

What students would like to learn:



Students’ quotes collected during the working groups

Most of the time students are not listened at all
What we need is talking about what we want, what are my
hobbies

Students’ voices:

We learn this idea about exams, we should forget everything we
care about

An exam-centred school system: 

Actually we don’t have a good relationship with teachers. Some
of my friends say they hate their teachers
The relationship between students is generally good in Morocco,
while the relationship student-teacher is not 

Student teacher relationships:

Our teachers hate us!
How do you know? Have you ever asked one? 
No, I'm afraid to do so. 
So it is an assumption then? 
Do you think we should? 
It may take some courage but yes, you should try. Change
never will occur without taking risks.

A dialogue between a student and a group
coordinator (Boudewijn Van Velzen):

Everyone can become a teacher in this country, the teachers give
us information but they don’t have leadership
And the good teachers are treated as the other teachers
We have to change the way they teach

Enhancing teaching quality:



There aren’t differences [in schooling] between 100 years ago and now
Most students see the school as a black place, as a prison
For us studying nine hours per day is boring
We should change this idea of studying for exams
I’m a science student, I’m obliged to study science, I hate science now, I
want to study languages. Students are obliged to study what they really
don’t want to do
I’m 16 years old, I have to make my parents proud of me, I have to be
many things, the perfect kid 
Can you really be focused when you have problems?
We need to know who we are, not just studying
We just have one more year and we have to choose what we want to be
We are the new generation; we need somebody who asks us “what do you
want to do?”
We want to know our teachers
Maybe some of us will be the Minister of Education after 30 years
I think we have the power to change everything

Plenary and final session

In the final part of the symposium the Moroccan students stood in front of an
official from the Ministry of Education. Each student took a step forward and
expressed his or her thoughts:



Symposium chairs:
Kathryn Riley, UCL Institute of Education (UK) and Co-Director, Art of

Possibilities (UK)
Anton Florek, Strategic adviser, The Staff College (UK)

 

Group facilitators:
Karen Seashore (Louis), University of Minnesota (US)

Susanne Sahlin, Mid Sweden University, Sundsvall (Sweden)
Kelly-AnnAllen, Faculty of Education, Monash University (Australia)

Boudewijn Van Velzen, EduXprss Cooperative (Netherlands)
Samaya Mansour, Education researcher and consultant (Lebanon)

Carmen Montecinos, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso (Chile)
Daniela Figueroa Moya, PhD(c), UCL Institute of Education, University of

Chile (Chile)
 

Students participation facilitator:
Mariem Benoualiallah,

English teacher (Morocco)
 

Field notes and content arrangement:
Sara Romiti, Researcher, INVALSI (Italy)

 

Editing e photo credits:
Roberta Cristallo Communication consultant, INVALSI (Italy)
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Comments from participants

It was lovely to meet all of you and be part of this great initiative.
Wonderful things happen when we put students, teachers,
researchers, and policy makers in one place and engage in inter-
generational dialogue. It's about time young people become part
of the conversation on what needs to be changed in education,
and I hope the Arab world catches up. 
Samaya Mansour

Dear Kathryn and Anton, first of all I would like  to convey my
gratitude and admiration for what you have accomplished during
ICSEI 2020. I participated in both symposia and experienced a true
3P exchange of research, practice and policies. And for the first
time ever the students as first hand practitioners contributed
immensely to this outcome. A wonderful example for all ICSEI
networks to reflect on. Boudewijn Van Velzen

The involvement of young people proved to be a moving and
sobering experience for us adults with clear, powerful challenges
viz what needs to change for schools to be places of belonging
and equip students for life! 
Anton Florek @AntonFlorek 

This is one of the most inspiring sessions I have ever been too.
Students voice matters. We had the minister of education in this
session. What a platform for students to be heard! 
Kelly-Ann Allen @drkellyallen
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Comments from participants

Students from Morocco are in workshop with scholars and
educators from all around the world to discuss the future of
schooling... what a great opportunity for these students and their
teachers.. this how #ICSEI2020 looks like. 
Ibrahim Alhouti @ib_alhouti

"When you feel good, you learn well” @Icsei_3P - a privilege to
hear these voices. 
Emma Adams @PrimaryEAdams

What is the purpose of schooling? Quote of the day at #ICSEI2020
from a high school student “I think we need to learn the secret of
life”.
Sara Romiti @sararomiti1

VIDEO  LINK

http://www.
theartofpossiblities.

org.uk

THE POWER OF BELONGING

Why Schools in the Global North  & South need to be
places of belonging:

And  what needs to change for this to happen
Concept & Direction: Professor Kathryn Riley (The Art of

Possibilities  & UCL, Institute of Education) 
Music: TioMolina,   La Nueva Poesia  (The Art of Possibilities

and Cubartista Productions)
Design: Lisa Jo Robinson, UK


